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Le Symposium Lavoisier 

Introductory notes 

BY A N D R E W  P R E N T I C E  
Dunn Clinical Nutrition Centre, Hilts Road, Cambridge CB2 2DH 

All international symposia take many years to plan and prepare, but even by these 
standards this meeting can claim an especially long gestation. The initial stimulus 
occurred over 250 years ago, in 1743, with the birth of a remarkable man, Antoine 
Laurent Lavoisier, shown with his wife, Marie Anne, in the famous portrait by Jacques 
Louis David which now hangs in the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York (Fig. 1). 

This is not a detailed biography of Antoine Lavoisier; far more may be learnt of him by 
visiting the display of some of Lavoisier’s original apparatus housed at the Conservatoire 
National des Arts et Metiers (CNAM) in Paris. However, this introduction to the 
symposium explains the link between a man primarily known as a chemist and the topic 
chosen for this symposium, ‘Metabolic fuel selection’. 

Lavoisier’s greatest achievements were in the fields of what we would now call pure 
and physical chemistry, and in these fields his progress was astonishing. Although first 
trained as a barrister, and with numerous non-scientific commitments in his life, some of 
which were the cause of his later downfall, Lavoisier soon became a leading member of a 
vibrant academic community in Paris. Elected to 1’AcadCmie des Sciences at the age of 
only 24 years he established a reputation for applying the most detailed and exhaustive 
quantitative methods to the investigation of a wide variety of challenges. Always 
reluctant to accept current dogma, and with an intuitive flair for interpreting the results 
of both his own and others’ experiments, he is now regarded as the founder of modern 
chemistry. 

It is impossible to do justice to Lavoisier’s incredible achievements in the limited space 
available here, so readers are urged to buy one of the new biographies now available in 
both French and English (Poirier, 1993; Donovan, 1993). 

Some of Lavoisier’s first work was on the chemistry of salts and on the process then 
known as ‘calcination’. Using extremely accurate balances he noticed that as metals are 
oxidized their weight is ‘sensibly increased’. This eventually led to his demolition of the 
phlogiston theory of combustion which had first been proposed by Stahl about 60 years 
earlier. Phlogiston was thought to be a substance contained within combustible material 
which was released into the air on burning and calcination. The demonstration that 
metals increased in weight when oxidized was clearly incompatible with a loss of 
phlogiston unless, as was suggested by some of the diehards, phlogiston had negative 
weight! Lavoisier’s memoir to the Academie is now one of the most widely quoted 
classics by historians of science (Fig. 2). 

Lavoisier had reached a true understanding of the nature of Priestley’s ‘dephlogis- 
ticated air’ (so-called because it had the ability to take up phlogiston and, thus, support 
combustion) and of ‘fixed air’ (CO2). In this paper he removed respiration from the 
confines of the phlogiston theory and established that during respiration the 0 2  in air is 
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Fig. 1. Antoine Laurent Lavoisier et sa femme by Jacques Louis David. Reproduced with permission from 
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York. 
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I joi D E S  S C I E N C E S .  

R E F L  E X I U  N S  
‘ S U R  L E  P H L O G I S T I Q  U E ,  
Pour j m i f  de dhdoppcnwzt ct la thtoric dt 14 

ComhJiorz & dc la Calcination , 
pudlik en r777, 

Par M. L A V O I S I E R .  

A N s Ia fuite de MCmoires que je viens de communiquer D h i’Acadhie *, j’ai pami! en revue ies principauxphb- 
nomenes de la Chimie; j’ai intilt6 Cur ceux qui acconip3gnent 
la combufiion , Ia calcination des me‘taux , st en general toutes 
les operations 06 if y a abforbtion & fixation &air. J’ai dGduit 
toutes fes explications d‘un principe fimpie , c’efl que i‘air pur , 
fhir vital, el€ cornpol2 d’un principe particuiier qui h i  eft 
propre, qui en forme fa bde , & que j’ai iiornmc? principc 
oxyginc, combin6 avec 13 matiere du feu & de la chaleur. Ce 
principc une fois admis Ies principales difficult6 de fa Chimic 
ont paru s’dvanouir & Ce difiper, & tous les phdnomtnes Tc 
font expliqub avec une dtonnante iimpiicitd. 

Mais fi tout s’expiique en Chirnie d’une mani3re fatisfah 
fante, fans le fecours du phlogifkique ii efk par cela feu1 
infiiiiment probable que ce principe n’exifte pas ; que deft 
un &re hypothetique, une fuppcjition gratuite: & en effet , 
ii eft dans ies principes d’une bonnc iogiyue, de ne point 
muhiplier ies eves fans niceffit4. Peutdtre aurois-je pu m’en 
tenir a ces preuves IGgatives , & me contenter d’avuir pruuvd 
qubn rend mieux compte des phCnom2nes phfogifiique 
,qu’avec ie phIogiftique: mais il eit temps que je m’expiiquc 
d’une maniPre plus prdcik & plus formelfe fur m e  opinion 

I 

-~ ~ 

* Quclqaes-anr de ccc MCrnoUea RC font point encore imprimis, Mime r783. s rs 
Fig. 2. Lavoisier’s paper on phlogiston presented to I’Acadkmie des Sciences. 
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- _- -_I- 

om3 izouvc'tiiix. j ;\'mu t m i t n s  c v r r e / j o l l { l l l t - s .  

Lurnikre.. ....... 
C haleur. 
Priniipe de la chaleur. 

Teu. 
Calorique. ....... Fluide i@. 

........ 
Pa!> de i'air vital. 
Gaz plilogiff iqut, 

Rare de la mofete. 
Azore.. .......... hIofete. 

Gaz inflammable. H) drogkne. ...... 
Bare du  gaz inflarnrnabltc 

Soufre.. Soufre. 
Phofphore. 

d r r  coinme Itr 
Jlirneris des 
corps. t 

\ ......... ....... 
........ Charbon pur, 

Antimoinei 
Argent.. .4r ent. 
Arfenic.  ......... Arfenic: 
Eifmuth.. ........ Biimuth, 
Cobolt.. ......... Cobolt. 
Cuivre.. ......... Cuivre. 
Etain.. Etain. 

...... ......... 

SuWancesFm-  Fer.  Fer. 
.......... ............ 

ples mi ta1: ipes  Mangankfe. .ManganiG, 

..... Molybdtne; 

oxidablcs b ilu- 
dLjiaiolles. 

! ...... 
Me r c ure ......... Me r cu r e . 
Nickel.. ......... Nickel, 
Or. ............. Or. 
Ylatine.. ......... Platine; ......... Plomb. ...... Tungitine 
Zinc.. .......... Zinc. 
Chaux. .......... Terre calcaire , chaux. 

Silice. ....... , ... T c i ~ I i l i c t u G ,  terre vitrlfiable. 

Barote, terre pefante. 
Arcile , terre de J'alun, bare 

........ .......... ........ 
MagnXe, bak du fel ZEpfom. 

de I'alui-. 

-I_------- - --- 
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diminished, the C02 is increased and the N2 content remains unchanged. It was 
Lavoisier who coined the term ‘oxygen’ (the begetter of acids) in 1777. 

Many of the terms that we now use to describe chemical compounds can be traced 
back to Lav0isie.r who with Guyton de Morveau, Berthollet and Fourcroy transformed 
the ancient chemical terminology (Fig. 3(a)), by introducing a radically new system of 
chemical nomenclature, into something readily recognizable today (Fig. 3(b)) in which 
terms such as ‘oxide’ and ‘sulphate’ appeared for the first time. 

Another of Lavoisier’s great achievements, and again one made possible through the 
use of precise quantitative methods, was his demonstration that water was not an 
element but rather a compound made from H2 and 0 2 .  He did this by burning a constant 
flow of the two gases and by showing that the weight of water formed was exactly equal 
to the weight of gases combusted. 

But it is his studies on respiration and animal heat which are of greatest interest to 
physiologists and nutritionists. Working in close collaboration with Pierre Laplace he 
performed what has been called ‘the most important group of experiments in the history 
of metabolic heat studies’. It is remarkable, 200 years later, how much detail we know 
about these experiments both from written records and from Madame Lavoisier’s 
engravings (Fig. 4). 

At 08.12 hours on the morning of 3 February 1783, Lavoisier placed a guinea-pig in an 
ice machine designed by Laplace (Fig. 5 )  and measured heat production from the 
amount of ice melted. We know that the experiment lasted for over 5 h and that in the 
evening the same guinea-pig was returned to the calorimeter for a further 10 h. We even 
know that this historic creature was called Gina. 

Lavoisier and Laplace were soon to combine direct (heat loss) and indirect (gas 
exchange) calorimetry to demonstrate that the quantity of heat produced was directly 
proportional to the amount of 0 2  consumed. Lavoisier referred to the conservation of 
animal heat more than 50 years before the general law of conservation of energy was 
enunciated. 

He moved on to respiration experiments with humans (Fig. 4), and by 1790 had 
determined that 0 2  consumption is increased by the ingestion of food, by muscular work 
and by exposure to cold. In the MusCe de Technologie at CNAM it is possible to see 
many pieces of Lavoisier’s original apparatus including the animal calorimeters and some 
of the Cu face masks used to collect expired air from humans. 

With these experiments Lavoisier was the founder of calorimetry and, hence, the 
connection with the topic of the present symposium. Lavoisier himself coined an apt 
phrase to link together his work in chemistry and metabolism: ‘La vie est une fonction 
chimique’ . 

For those of you who do not know the end of Lavoisier’s story, here is a brief 
summary. In 1789 the citizens of France rose up against their oppressors and began a 
period when no one was safe. On 8 May 1794, Antoine Laurent Lavoisier was convicted 
of conspiring against the people of France and immediately led to the Place de la 
RCpublique and the guillotine. Such was the violence of the latter years of the French 
Revolution that a man now counted alongside Galileo, Newton, Darwin, Mendel and 
Einstein as one of the leaders of a major scientific revolution could be unceremoniously 
executed and buried in a nameless grave. Lavoisier’s crime was to be a member of la 
ferme gtWrale (through whose activities the taxes were collected), a director of the 
Gunpowder Administration, and to be known as the planner of a new tax wall around 
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Fig. 4. Lavoisier at work in his laboratory. From etchings by Madame Lavoisier. Reproduced with permission 
from MusCe de Technologie, Conservatoire National des Arts et MCtiers. 
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Fig. 5.  Lavoisier’s ice calorimeter for small animals. Reproduced with permission from MusCe de Technologie, 
Conservatoire des Arts et MCtiers. 

Paris. In the atmosphere of conspiracy and paranoia that created The Terror, Lavoisier’s 
many attempts to improve the lot of the French peasant and his undoubted scientific 
brilliance failed to save him from the Committee on Public Safety who disregarded his 
letter summarizing his own achievements. On the night of his execution his friend 
Lagrange whispered, ‘It took but an instant to cut off his head: a hundred years will not 
suffice to produce one like it!’. 

In a letter written on the eve of his death Lavoisier confided to his cousin, ‘. . . I trust 
my passing will be remembered with some regret and perhaps as having something of 
glory’. It seems that the convening of this symposium proves that yet again he was right! 
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